Sensitivity analysis in summary measure of population health in France.
The aim of this study is to provide estimates of the French burden of disease, using the WHO Global Burden of Disease methodology and to perform sensitivity analysis on different set of mortality data. The burden of disease is measured by disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) that take into account both mortality and morbidity data. Results were obtained using French mortality data for the years 2000 and 2001 and morbidity data estimated by WHO for France. Sensitivity analyses were conducted using different mortality data sets and various life tables as mortality norms. Calculations were also performed with and without discounting and age-weighting. In France, the annual burden of disease was about 12.4 million DALYs. Depending on the mortality data set and the choice of social values used for calculation, results could be quite different. The use of WHO estimates for mortality resulted in an underestimation of 2.6% of total DALYs with respect to French data. Changes of the mortality norm imply changes in the number of years of life lost (YLLs), whereas the use of discounting and age-weighting mainly modifies the ranking of diseases. DALYs constitute a summary measure of population health, which is a powerful tool for the grading of health problems, allowing to compare fatal and non-fatal diseases. Nevertheless, the validity of results obtained depends primarily on the validity of the input data. Collecting morbidity data (mainly incidence) at the national level is hence an important step in order to assess more accurately the specific burden of diseases in France.